
The Future of Text is in our Past 
 
As Wendy Hall remarked at the 2017 Future of Text Symposium, Ted Nelson was right: we                
need two-way links, transclusion, and micropayments. In his vision “Everything is deeply            
intertwingled”, or as Charles Eames put it “eventually everything connects” and “the quality              
of the connections is the key to quality, per se”. Two-way links connect people into gossip                
networks such as Scuttlebutt, and enable us to follow incoming as well as outgoing trails of                
information. Via peer to peer conversations, decentralized interest based social networks           
can be formed. Two-way linked hypertext consists of identifiable “nodes” (we call them dots)              
forming complex networks of interconnected elements. Ted envisaged networks of nodes           
(graphs) being transcluded from one context into another, transformed to fit new contexts.             
The description of two-way links in meta level graphs captures the intent behind the creation               
of connections between things; types and roles are thereby made “cognitive”. The two-way             
linked nodes span a “Knowledge Graph” created primarily for humans as “Semantically            
Linked Texts”, we call MindGraphs. They capture semantics much like Linked Data does for              
machines. 
 
Ted envisioned a system where all contents belong to their authors, and authors can be               
rewarded by those who link to or transclude their content through micro-payments. As             
Brewster Kahle puts it, this requires us to bake “freedom of expression, privacy and              
universal access to all knowledge, as core values ... into our code”, i.e. we need to                
re-decentralize the Web by developing new protocols and tools using cryptography for Web             
3.0 and make micropayments part and parcel of knowledge exchange. This confirms that             
Ted Nelson was right to claim at the 1997 WWW conference “Your future is my past”. 
 
Web annotations were built into the first browser for the Web, but they were switched off. In                 
the past five years Hypothes.is has pioneered the re-making of web annotations. Links from              
MindGraph to Hypothesis allow annotators to own their annotations while gaining access to             
the conversations facilitated by hypothesis. Links to MindGraph from annotations lets other            
annotators become aware of relevant content created in MindGraph as HyperMapped           
contexts, allowing comprehension at a glance. 
 
Using its built in WikiData Explorer, MindGraph lets users anchor their knowledge in entities              
drawn from WikiData. Having a bridge to Linked Data facilitates “Weaving a Decentralized             
Semantic Web of (Personal) Knowledge”. MindGraph relies on OrbitDB’s peer to peer            
database technology. OrbitDB is built on top of IPFS (the InterPlanetary File System). IPFS              
is a new peer-to-peer hypermedia protocol powering the decentralized web. Our technology            
relies on open source decentralized protocols and capabilities which enable us to make             
sense of the web as an extension of our minds. We provide the means to organize all                 
annotated knowledge into an emergent decentralized (inter) personal knowledge graph.  
 
The next challenge is how can we make the knowledge that our tools help to create and                 
organize “universally accessible and useful”. The Web is built with common standards. This             
is its greatest value. But as an application platform it is riddled with accidental complications.               



The browser should have been built “more like an OS kernel than an app” [Alan Kay:                
“Normal Considered Harmful”]. By a Kernel we mean a self contained bundle of minimal              
viable capabilities which can be extended and rebuilt as technology changes or new             
capabilities are needed. A Kernel must provide a stable platform for applications built over it.               
The kernel that supported the “software internet” of interoperable applications at Xerox            
PARC has been ported to run in today’s browsers, even though the applications were coded               
40 years ago! Engelbart and his team built NLS with a small kernel. When they got a new                  
machine they only had to change the kernel for everything they developed on top of it to                 
work. Kernel based development affords permanence to capabilities. This is key to building a              
Permanent Web. 
 
Holochain, InfoCentral, Haja Networks’ Ambient Protocol, all implicitly explore the design           
space for building a software kernel for the Web. Tim Berners Lee’s SoLiD (Socially Linked               
Data) proposes RDF as a universal semantic data format. It promotes data ownership by              
decoupling storage from applications, so users have the freedom to choose where their             
content resides. MindGraph is a meta-circular universal extensible graph format which goes            
“Beyond Ontologies”: instead of a single version of truth, it captures situated, personal,             
unreliable, and changing information. All applications built with MindGraph are born           
interoperable, and the information and capabilities needed to manage it are user extensible,             
meta-designable, and co-evolvable with a bootstrappable kernel we call TrailHub. We are            
building TrailMarks, our first minimal viable Knowledge Augmentation Engine, using the           
TrailHub kernel. We use TrailMarks for collaborative web research, documentation, design,           
project planning, and tracking. It runs in the browser, or as a self owned server. It already                 
delivers 80% of what we need.  
 
In our “Back to the Future” project we follow in the footsteps of those pioneers who predicted                 
the future by inventing it. We facilitate decentralized meta-level conversations about the            
means by which knowledge is created and organized. Using TrailHub we can form             
decentralized “improvement communities” that co-evolve the tools which fulfill Engelbart’s          
vision of augmenting “the intellectual effectiveness of the individual”. We provide “Augmented                  
Authoring” capabilities that transcend the limitations of imitating paper. TrailMarks          
re-conceptualizes collective intelligence as decentralized emergent conversations.       
Everything in MindGraph is anchored in (inter) personal federated HyperKnowledge Graphs           
and Linked Open Data. We aim to combine them to form a global, emergent, self-organizing               
decentralized “Conceptipedia”. Like Ted and Doug we support “deep rearrangability” of           
content by “keeping links outside the file”. Following Alan Kay TrailHub is built as a software                
kernel for the Web. Like the pioneers we care about structure, collaboration, openness,             
tinkerability, and user autonomy first; not closed ecosystems which emphasize ease of use             
over empowerment. TrailMarks started out as an antidote to information overload. Now,            
bootstrapped with TrailHub, it facilitates conversations leading to emergent collective          
intelligence, allowing us to co-evolve the tinkerable software needed to manage it. 
 


